DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABHIGYAN PUJARI
PRODIP PUJARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10220001

Registration No,

S1813791

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AKASH TANTI
UCHIT TANTI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10220002

Registration No,

S1813799

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMRIT PUJARI
ASHOK PUJARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10220003

Registration No,

S1710393

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIBEK UPADHAYAYA
MURULI DHAR UPADHAYAYA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10220004

Registration No,

S1813817

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJA BARUAH
DIMBESWAR BARUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10220005

Registration No,

S1624182

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARINDOM SEN
GAKUL SEN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10420001

Registration No,

S1837796

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARNOB BORTHAKUR
CHANDIP BORTHAKUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10420002

Registration No,

S1837797

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARTHA PRATIM DUTTA
NRIPEN DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10420003

Registration No,

S1837903

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARTHA PROTIM TAMULY
LUHIT TAMULY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10420004

Registration No,

S1837905

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RANJAN PURI
KASHIRAM PURI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10420005

Registration No,

S1624013

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAMIRAN SAIKIA
HOREN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10420006

Registration No,

S1726338

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHINMOYEE DUTTA
PROSHANNA KUMAR DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10420007

Registration No,

S1726236

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUSHMITA HAZARIKA
RATUL HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10420008

Registration No,

S1837965

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKUR DAS
BHUBAN DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520001

Registration No,

S1813601

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ASHIM SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF

HEM KANTA SAIKIA

ROLL NO.

10520002

Registration No,

S1813607

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BICHITRA BISWA BORAH
BISWA BINOD BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520003

Registration No,

S1726054

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIJOY TILOK BORA
ADITI RANJAN BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520004

Registration No,

S1813617

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHOW NYEINCHAN CHOWHAI
NAREN CHOWHAI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520005

Registration No,

S1813630

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GAUTAM DAS
NUMAL DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520006

Registration No,

S1726075

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

IFTIKHAR MAHMOOD ALI
WAZID ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520007

Registration No,

S1813658

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KALPA JYOTI SAIKIA
BIJIT SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520008

Registration No,

S1726095

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KOPIL ROBIDAS
PREMLAL ROBIDAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520009

Registration No,

S1813678

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANASH PRATIM DAS
ROMESH DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520010

Registration No,

S1813688

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MUKESH BOUR
DANIEL BOUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520011

Registration No,

S1813696

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARTHA PRATIM GOGOI
SIDANANDA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520012

Registration No,

S1813712

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAMUDRA BORA
SONARAM BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520013

Registration No,

S1726154

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANJAY MORANG
BIPUL MORANG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520014

Registration No,

S1726158

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHIBU LAMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF

LT. GONESH LAMA

ROLL NO.

10520015

Registration No,

S1634508

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIDARTH TAMANG

SON / DAUGHTER OF

DAL BAHADUR TAMANG

ROLL NO.

10520016

Registration No,

S1813758

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SURAJ PRADHAN
LALIT PRADHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520017

Registration No,

S1813770

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SWAGEER IMDAD HUSSAIN
FARUK HUSSAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520018

Registration No,

S1813774

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AKANGKHYA DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF

LATE SAILENDRA DAS

ROLL NO.

10520019

Registration No,

S1726035

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ASMINA BEGUM
ROMIUL HUSSAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520020

Registration No,

S1813610

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHARATI SAIKIA
ANIL SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520021

Registration No,

S1813613

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BORSHA RANI PAUL
BIPUL PAUL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520022

Registration No,

S1813624

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

LUNA LOYING
ARUN LOYING

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520023

Registration No,

S1813684

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH, CSNG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NABAMOLLIKA GOGOI
NRIPEN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520024

Registration No,

S1813699

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NILAKSHEE MAHANTA
NAYAN MONI MAHANTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10520025

Registration No,

S1634452

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARUNJYOTI DOLEY
SUNHRAM DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820001

Registration No,

S1837603

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, ELTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BINUD DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PADMALAL DOLEY

ROLL NO.

12820002

Registration No,

S1837611

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISWAJIT PEGU
ANIL PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820003

Registration No,

S1837613

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BURANJI TAYE
NETRAMONI TAYE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820004

Registration No,

S1837617

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHANDAN PEGU
RAJ KUMAR PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820005

Registration No,

S1837619

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIMPAL PATIR
GAKUL PATIR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820006

Registration No,

S1725881

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DINESH MILI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

SARBESWAR MILI

ROLL NO.

12820007

Registration No,

S1837628

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

LALIT PAW
UCCHA PAW

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820008

Registration No,

S1837681

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJDEEP PEGU
KALYAN PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820009

Registration No,

S1837733

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIRAJ PATIR
JYOTI PATIR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820010

Registration No,

S1726015

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TABURAM PEGU
JAGAT PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820011

Registration No,

S1837756

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHARATI SONIYA DEORI
NANDADULAL DEORI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820012

Registration No,

S1837607

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JINA TAID
PHATIK TAID

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820013

Registration No,

S1725911

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JOYSHREE DOWARI
MAHENDRA DOWARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820014

Registration No,

S1837659

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KAJAL DOLEY
MUKHYANATH DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820015

Registration No,

S1725920

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KRISTINA PATIR
SUREN PATIR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820016

Registration No,

S1837677

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MADHABI PEGU
BINUWA PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820017

Registration No,

S1634281

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH, ELTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MALAYA PEGU
NIRANJAN PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820018

Registration No,

S1837686

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MARAMI PEGU
HARI CHANDRA PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820019

Registration No,

S1837691

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NAVANITA PEGU
BALIRAM PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820020

Registration No,

S1634304

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PAHI BURHAGOHAIN
NAREN BURHAGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820021

Registration No,

S1725966

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARULMONI PEGU
MUHIDHAR PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820022

Registration No,

S1837713

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PEETI MORANG
NOBIN MORANG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820023

Registration No,

S1837714

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PUJA BORPATRA GOHAIN
BABUL BORPATRA GOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820024

Registration No,

S1837727

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RITUMONI PATIR
SUNIL PATIR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820025

Registration No,

S1837741

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RITUMONI RAJBONSHI
LOHIT RAJBONSHI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820026

Registration No,

S1634350

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUMI KUTUM
HARAKANTA KUTUM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820027

Registration No,

S1837751

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TRISHNA BORPHUKAN
REBOT BORPHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12820028

Registration No,

S1634366

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NIROB JYOTI PEGU .
LILIMAI PEGU .

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13020001

Registration No,

S1623868

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABHIJIT BORAH
AJIT BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220001

Registration No,

S1844554

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
GGRG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BITUPAN GAYAN
SUNANDRA GAYAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220002

Registration No,

S1633714

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DOMBORU PEGU
POBITRA KR DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220003

Registration No,

S1725688

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GOURAB PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PUSPA KANTA PEGU

ROLL NO.

13220004

Registration No,

S1844608

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GUMESWAR TAID
PURNAKANTA TAID

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220005

Registration No,

S1725701

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KULENDU SAIKIA
ATUL SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220006

Registration No,

S1844630

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NIKHIL DOLEY
BRINCHI DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220007

Registration No,

S1844664

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PABON DAS
KRISHNA DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220008

Registration No,

S1633808

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

POBITRA DOLEY
SUSIL DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220009

Registration No,

S1633824

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRANJAL DOLEY
RADHIKA DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220010

Registration No,

S1725763

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJESH PAYENG
NIROTA PAYENG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220011

Registration No,

S1844692

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RINTU HAZONG

SON / DAUGHTER OF

LAKHIDHAR HAZONG

ROLL NO.

13220012

Registration No,

S1844701

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TANMOY JYOTI PHUKAN
KIRAN PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13220013

Registration No,

S1844722

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANITA BAGH
PAUL BAGH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420001

Registration No,

S1725461

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANJALI BRAHMA
GOPINATH BRAHMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420002

Registration No,

S1725462

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANNIZA PARBIN
SUKUR ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420003

Registration No,

S1837410

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BAHNISHIKHA PAWE
BISWAJYOTI PAWE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420004

Registration No,

S1633500

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BEGUM MORTUJA ALOM
ROFIQUEL ISLAM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420005

Registration No,

S1837416

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIDISHA KALITA
AMULYA KALITA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420006

Registration No,

S1837420

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIJETA MAINALI
KAMAL MAINALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420007

Registration No,

S1837421

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BINA CHUNGKRANG
DHENU RAM CHUNGKRANG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420008

Registration No,

S1837423

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BINITA SAIKIA
BABUL SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420009

Registration No,

S1725475

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GAYATRI CHETIA
NABIN CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420010

Registration No,

S1633531

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JULI GOHAIN
HAREN CH GOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420011

Registration No,

S1725511

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ECOM-TH3, ECOM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JUNMONI HAZARIKA
PUTU HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420012

Registration No,

S1725512

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JYOTI BARUAH
DILIP BARUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420013

Registration No,

S1633548

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KONGKANA KAMAN
BIREN KAMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420014

Registration No,

S1837465

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KRISHNA DEVI
AMBIKA DAHAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420015

Registration No,

S1725520

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

LAKHI BISWAS
GANGA BISWAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420016

Registration No,

S1725525

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MADHUMITA SAIKIA
NITUL SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420017

Registration No,

S1725530

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANDIRA BASUMATARY
KANAK BASUMATARY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420018

Registration No,

S1837482

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MAYUREE GOGOI
SIDHESWAR GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420019

Registration No,

S1837484

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOMI PEGU
RAM PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420020

Registration No,

S1725543

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONALISHA BORUAH
GHANA KANTA BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420021

Registration No,

S1725544

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONALISHA PATIR
DEBEN PATIR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420022

Registration No,

S1633575

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONISHA DOLEY
BUDHESWAR DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420023

Registration No,

S1633578

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOUMITA GOGOI
MINARAM GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420024

Registration No,

S1837495

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NEHA ANAND
CHANDRAMA PRASAD

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420025

Registration No,

S1725558

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PHOLIMA KUTUM
MONUJ KUTUM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420026

Registration No,

S1837513

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRATIBHA KUMARI
VISHNU DEO THAKUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420027

Registration No,

S1725571

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PREETIKA PERME
BHOBESH KUMAR PERME

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420028

Registration No,

S1837522

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PUJA CHUTIA
PARESH CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420029

Registration No,

S1837529

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PUJA DEURI
BISHWA DEURI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420030

Registration No,

S1837531

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RICHA PHUKAN
ARUN PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420031

Registration No,

S1725585

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RIKRISHNA S BORAH
PRABHAT KR BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420032

Registration No,

S1725586

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANGEETA DUTTA
GIRISH DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420033

Registration No,

S1725598

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANGITA BHUYAN
NIRAN BHUYAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420034

Registration No,

S1633643

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANGITA GOGOI
DEVARAM GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420035

Registration No,

S1633644

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANGITA HANDIQUE
MUHIRAM HANDIQUE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420036

Registration No,

S1725600

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SETONA DEVI
KESHAB CH SARMAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420037

Registration No,

S1837556

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SILANTI TIRKEY
BIRSHA TIRKEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420038

Registration No,

S1837558

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ANTM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIMA SAIKIA
JIBAN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420039

Registration No,

S1837560

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SINKUMONI PEGU
RAJEN PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420040

Registration No,

S1633658

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUBASANA SAIKIA
PROFULLA SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420041

Registration No,

S1837563

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUITA KAMAN
MANUJ KAMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420042

Registration No,

S1837564

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUMRANI CHAMUAH
PABITRA CHAMUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420043

Registration No,

S1725611

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TRISHNA RAI CHOWDHURY
ANTONI RAI CHOWDHURY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420044

Registration No,

S1725618

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TULIKA HAZARIKA
MANIRAM HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420045

Registration No,

S1837580

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

UDESHNA HANDIQUE
ANIL HANDIQUE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420046

Registration No,

S1837581

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

YASMINA BEGUM
ATABUR RAHMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13420047

Registration No,

S1725625

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIKASH BORA
KUSRAM BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920001

Registration No,

S1709976

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIPLAB BORAH
RANJIT BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920002

Registration No,

S1843404

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BOLIN DOLEY
BIREN DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920003

Registration No,

S1709995

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPJYOTI SHARMA
MANINDRA SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920004

Registration No,

S1633979

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DURLABH BORAH
BIMAL BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920005

Registration No,

S1843446

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH, ELTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GOPAL KRISHNA DOLEY
LEKHAN DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920006

Registration No,

S1843455

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JUGAL MEDHI
DIBAKAR MEDHI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920007

Registration No,

S1843480

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JYOTI PRASAD DEURI
BIRALA DEURI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920008

Registration No,

S1843483

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ECOM-TH3, STSG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MADHAB JYOTI GOGOI
BALIN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920009

Registration No,

S1710057

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANASH JYOTI MAHANTA
MUKUNDA NATH MAHANTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920010

Registration No,

S1710064

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MIJAN ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

ALLAUDDIN ALI

ROLL NO.

13920011

Registration No,

S1710076

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NABA JIT SAIKIA
AJIT SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920012

Registration No,

S1710089

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRAVAT HAZARIKA
ROBIN HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920013

Registration No,

S1710119

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAHUL NEWAR
RANJIT NEWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920014

Registration No,

S1710131

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJ PRASAD DEURI
BHAGYABAN DEURI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920015

Registration No,

S1843586

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3, STSG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJIB SAHA
MAKHAN SAHA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920016

Registration No,

S1843591

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAKESH DEBNATH
ROBI DEBNATH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920017

Registration No,

S1710136

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RIPUNJOY DUTTA
REBA DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920018

Registration No,

S1634153

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUMAN DEVNATH
SWAPAN CHANDRA NATH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920019

Registration No,

S1634183

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SWAPNANIL PEGU
BISHNU PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920020

Registration No,

S1710182

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TAPAN DEORI
AFUL DEORI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920021

Registration No,

S1710183

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

UMAR FARUQUE
EMAN ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920022

Registration No,

S1710190

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PAKHI BORAH
TILESWAR BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920023

Registration No,

S1843549

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PURNIMA SAIKIA
LOKESWAR SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920024

Registration No,

S1843581

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIMI BEGUM
MIRAJ ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

13920025

Registration No,

S1843622

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANIRUDHA DOLEY
KRISHNA DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120001

Registration No,

S1607376

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BAGEN PEGU
GOLAP PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120002

Registration No,

S1710208

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISWAJIT SAIKIA
HUMEN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120003

Registration No,

S1844272

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBARAM LAGACHU
JANMEJOY LAGACHU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120004

Registration No,

S1710240

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPANKAR NARAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF

BHADRA KANTA NARAH

ROLL NO.

14120005

Registration No,

S1710260

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JOHN PATIR
MONIM PATIR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120006

Registration No,

S1710282

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KARUNA DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF

LAKHYANATH DOLEY

ROLL NO.

14120007

Registration No,

S1607462

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KHYATIMAN BURAGOHAIN
RAJESH KR. BURAGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120008

Registration No,

S1710290

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KUNDIL GOGOI
KESHARAM GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120009

Registration No,

S1844329

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANASH PRATIM MEDAK
LIKHAK MEDAK

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120010

Registration No,

S1607480

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRANJIT SAIKIA
ROHIT SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120011

Registration No,

S1607514

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIBYA RANJAN DOLEY
LILA KANTA DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120012

Registration No,

S1844266

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONI PEGU
BHISMA PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

14120013

Registration No,

S1844345

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AKASH BURHAGOHAIN
TARUN BURHAGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620001

Registration No,

S1844407

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AKHAY KUMAR CHANGMAI
MILAN CHANGMAI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620002

Registration No,

S1844408

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARABINDA DOLEY
ANANTA DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620003

Registration No,

S1844415

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHABEN SAIKIA
DURLAV SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620004

Registration No,

S1724388

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHAIKON TAID
TUNIRAM TAID

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620005

Registration No,

S1844419

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIKASH PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PADMA RAM PEGU

ROLL NO.

15620006

Registration No,

S1724399

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIBYA JYOTI KUTUM
KONESWAR KUTUM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620007

Registration No,

S1844439

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIL BAHADUR MAGAR
TIL BAHADUR MAGAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620008

Registration No,

S1844440

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JOHN PEGU
TORUN PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620009

Registration No,

S1724451

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ELTM-TH4, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JYOTISH MILI
TULAN MILI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620010

Registration No,

S1844463

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOHAN CHANDRA DUTTA
KUMAR DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620011

Registration No,

S1844488

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ELTM-TH3, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONIMADHAV TAID
INDRESWAR TAID

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620012

Registration No,

S1844490

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NABAJYOTI GOGOI
MOHAN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620013

Registration No,

S1724485

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARTHA PRATIM CHUTIA
PURNA CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620014

Registration No,

S1844501

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJ KUMAR PEGU
DURGESWAR PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620015

Registration No,

S1844511

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJDEEP NANDI
APU NANDI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620016

Registration No,

S1844513

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

REBAT TAID
TUNIRAM TAID

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620017

Registration No,

S1844517

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RUBUL KHANIKAR
DIJEN KHANIKAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620018

Registration No,

S1844521

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANDEEP PHUKAN
TARUN PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620019

Registration No,

S1844524

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANJOY DUTTA
BALARAM DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620020

Registration No,

S1844525

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ELTM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAUROV JYOTI HANDIQUE
AMULYA HANDIQUE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620021

Registration No,

S1844527

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TIKENDRAJIT PEGU
GAJENDRA PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620022

Registration No,

S1633176

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BOBITA DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF

RAMANONDO DOLEY

ROLL NO.

15620023

Registration No,

S1724405

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DHARITRI SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PRANABJYOTI SAIKIA

ROLL NO.

15620024

Registration No,

S1844437

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, ELTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIMPAL PEGU
RANJIT PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620025

Registration No,

S1724421

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GITAMONI SAIKIA
TANURAM SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620026

Registration No,

S1844451

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOMOTA PATIR
BANIKANTA PATIR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620027

Registration No,

S1844489

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

POMPI MILI
BINUD MILI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620028

Registration No,

S1844504

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RINISHA KALITA

SON / DAUGHTER OF

BUDHESWAR KALITA

ROLL NO.

15620029

Registration No,

S1844520

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ELTM-TH3, ELTM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANGHAMITRA CHUTIA
KANPUNA CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620030

Registration No,

S1724527

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SOMITA KULI
RAJ KUMAR KULI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620031

Registration No,

S1844534

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SORNALI PEGU
NIRMAL PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620032

Registration No,

S1844535

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TABITA DOLEY
CHANDRA DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

15620033

Registration No,

S1844540

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AJAY PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PRAHLAD PEGU

ROLL NO.

16420001

Registration No,

S1837207

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIJOY PEGU
RATNESWAR PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

16420002

Registration No,

S1837233

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DHARMENDRA TAID
GONDESWER TAID

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

16420003

Registration No,

S1837247

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MAX DOLEY
DHARMA KANTA DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

16420004

Registration No,

S1837304

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NITISH DOLEY
ABIRAM DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

16420005

Registration No,

S1837330

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PABAN BORI
ROBIN BORI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

16420006

Registration No,

S1725018

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUM SIRAM

SON / DAUGHTER OF

BAPURAM SIRAM

ROLL NO.

16420007

Registration No,

S1607272

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DURALAV BORAH
JITEN BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17120001

Registration No,

S1843715

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JUWEL HAZARIKA
MADHAB HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17120002

Registration No,

S1709813

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MRIDUPABAN SAIKIA
PROBEEN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17120003

Registration No,

S1843783

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PADMA MILI
GUPAL MILI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17120004

Registration No,

S1843800

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIJOY BARMAN
KRISHNA BARMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17220001

Registration No,

S1837175

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHASKAR JYOTI LAGACHU
ABHIRAM LAGACHU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17720001

Registration No,

S1836902

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ANTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JUGAL PEGU
UPENDRA NATH PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17720002

Registration No,

S1836965

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KARNA DAS
ATUL DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17720003

Registration No,

S1724678

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KUSHAL NARAH
PRAFULLA NARAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17720004

Registration No,

S1836988

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOONMOON TAYE
ANAT TAYE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17720005

Registration No,

S1724731

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PANKAJ CHUTIA
RAJANI CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17720006

Registration No,

S1837050

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

THANESWAR KULI
NABIN KULI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

17720007

Registration No,

S1607056

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AKASH KAUSHIK DUTTA
JAGAT CHANDRA DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320001

Registration No,

S1837992

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMBARISH BHUYAN
DWIJENDRA BHUYAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320002

Registration No,

S1624238

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BASPE GAM
BALEN GAM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320003

Registration No,

S1838003

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHADRAJIT DOLEY
SRI MALESWAR DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320004

Registration No,

S1726394

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBASISH HATI BORUAH
UJJAL HATI BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320005

Registration No,

S1838026

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DHANANJOY TAYE
LAKHAN TAYE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320006

Registration No,

S1838027

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPANKAR DAS
SIBARAM DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320007

Registration No,

S1838031

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JYOTIS MOY DUTTA
JOTIN DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320008

Registration No,

S1838051

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ECOM-TH3, ECOM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KAMAL GAM
ROMESH GAM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320009

Registration No,

S1838053

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANAS BORAH
SANTANU BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320010

Registration No,

S1838068

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NAYAN MONI HAZARIKA
BHUBON HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320011

Registration No,

S1838078

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ECOM-TH3, ECOM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARASH MONI DAS
BISHNU PRASAD DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320012

Registration No,

S1838086

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAHUL PEGU
BHABAKANTA PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320013

Registration No,

S1726474

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANDEEP BORAH
ANANTA BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320014

Registration No,

S1838112

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIMON GORH
SUBELAL GORH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320015

Registration No,

S1838124

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUNIL PEGU
NANDA PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320016

Registration No,

S1838128

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TRISHUL PEGU
SIVANATH PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320017

Registration No,

S1838137

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

UDAY PRATIM SAIKIA
HARENDRA NATH SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320018

Registration No,

S1838139

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

UJJAL JYOTI SARMAH
RANJON KUMAR SARMAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18320019

Registration No,

S1838141

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JILMIL LEKHARU

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PRASANTA LEKHARU

ROLL NO.

18320020

Registration No,

S1838049

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKITA GOSWAMI
ROBIN GOSWAMI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920001

Registration No,

S1748380

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPA REGON
UTPAL REGON

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920002

Registration No,

S1838322

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GAYATRI DAS
NOGEN CHANDRA DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920003

Registration No,

S1838327

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JAFRIN SULTANA
ABDUL MOFID

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920004

Registration No,

S1748420

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KONGKONA KAMAN
AMIYA KAMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920005

Registration No,

S1838346

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

LUKU MONI SAIKIA
LILA SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920006

Registration No,

S1838353

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONALISHA BORAH
SUNIL BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920007

Registration No,

S1838360

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOUSUMI PAYENG

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PURNANANDA PAYENG

ROLL NO.

18920008

Registration No,

S1634638

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NEHA BARUAH
NARENDRA NATH BARUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920009

Registration No,

S1838370

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARISHMITA HAZARIKA
BITUL HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920010

Registration No,

S1748479

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARTHANA DAS
GHANA KANTA DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920011

Registration No,

S1748480

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRAGYASHREE TURUNG
MUKUL TURUNG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920012

Registration No,

S1748486

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PREJALINA BARUAH
DIPANJIT BARUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920013

Registration No,

S1838384

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRIYA BARMAN
AJIT BARMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920014

Registration No,

S1634667

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRIYAKSHI SAIKIA
ASHOK SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920015

Registration No,

S1838389

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRIYANKA BORA
PANKAJ BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920016

Registration No,

S1838392

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJASHREE NEOG
PRAFULLA CH.NEOG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920017

Registration No,

S1748505

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RUPTALIN KROPI
LONG SING KRO

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

18920018

Registration No,

S1748512

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRAYASH BORTHAKUR
BIMAN BORTHAKUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19620001

Registration No,

S1625130

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBOLIMA GOSWAMI
AJIT GOSWAMI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19620002

Registration No,

S1727061

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMLAN JYOTI PARASAR
ASWINI KUMAR MAHANTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720001

Registration No,

S1838149

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, STSM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKUR BORA
PRASANTA BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720002

Registration No,

S1726526

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKUR JYOTI SAIKIA
PROBIN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720003

Registration No,

S1838153

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANNA JYOTI DEURI
BIJIT KR. DEURI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720004

Registration No,

S1838154

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANSHUMAN KOWSIK SARMA
PROBIN SARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720005

Registration No,

S1838156

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISWAJIT BORA
HIRA NATH BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720006

Registration No,

S1726546

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEVAJIT CHUTIA
BIPUL CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720007

Registration No,

S1838187

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIBYAJYOTI PEGU
DHENURAM PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720008

Registration No,

S1838190

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, STSM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIGANTA DAS
BIREN DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720009

Registration No,

S1726558

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPANKAR BORA
ATUL BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720010

Registration No,

S1726561

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPRANJAN BORA
LATE PABAN BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720011

Registration No,

S1838194

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JUGYA JYOTI GOGOI
LATE BIPIN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720012

Registration No,

S1838207

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANASH PROTIM DAS
ANANDA CH. DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720013

Registration No,

S1838218

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, STSM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANOJ KUMAR MUKHIYA
SANTOSH MUKHIYA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720014

Registration No,

S1838220

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

STSM-TH3, STSM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MARAM JYOTI DAS
NOREN DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720015

Registration No,

S1838221

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NOVAJIT TAMULI
TILESWAR TAMULI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720016

Registration No,

S1726606

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RANJAN DOLEY
SANJIB DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720017

Registration No,

S1838259

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RATUL DAS
KHOGEN DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720018

Registration No,

S1838261

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RINKU BORAH
JIBESWAR BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720019

Registration No,

S1726646

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RITURAJ DUTTA
DIMBESWAR DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720020

Registration No,

S1726648

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHIVA PRASAD DOLEY
DASIRAM DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720021

Registration No,

S1838276

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SRIMANTA MADHAV DAS
UPEN DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720022

Registration No,

S1624567

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JAHNABI BORUAH
BINONDA BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720023

Registration No,

S1726575

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

LAKHIMAI SAIKIA
BIPIN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

19720024

Registration No,

S1838213

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABINASH BORAH
MANTU BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020001

Registration No,

S1814023

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ADITYA LOSON SAIKIA
PRODIP KUMAR SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020002

Registration No,

S1814026

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANIMESH GOGOI
NOREN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020003

Registration No,

S1814027

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANIMESH SAIKIA
KARUN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020004

Registration No,

S1742288

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BABLU BORBORAH
SANTANU BORBORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020005

Registration No,

S1814040

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHABA KRISHNA BORAH
HEMKANTA BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020006

Registration No,

S1814042

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIRAJ BORAH
DIGANTA BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020007

Registration No,

S1814046

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISWAJIT BHARALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

DHAIJYADHAR BHARALI

ROLL NO.

20020008

Registration No,

S1634750

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISWAJIT HAZARIKA
GUNIN HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020009

Registration No,

S1814049

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBASHIS SAIKIA
RAMEN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020010

Registration No,

S1742321

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEEP JYOTI TAMULI
LAKHINATH TAMULI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020011

Registration No,

S1742322

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPANKAR BORAH
GANESH BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020012

Registration No,

S1814059

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPU GOGOI
NRIPEN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020013

Registration No,

S1814061

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MADHURJYA SAIKIA
SUREN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020014

Registration No,

S1814084

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NABARUN KURMI
KHAGEN KURMI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020015

Registration No,

S1814095

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARTHA PRATIM BORAH
RAM BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020016

Registration No,

S1742372

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARTHA PROTIM SHARMA
LAKSHI KANTA SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020017

Registration No,

S1742376

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRANAB BORAH
SIDHESWAR BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020018

Registration No,

S1634815

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRANJAL DAS
POBON CH. DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020019

Registration No,

S1742381

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRITOM DAS
HIRON DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020020

Registration No,

S1814107

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRODYUT PROTIM BURAGOHAIN
HOREN BURAGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020021

Registration No,

S1814111

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRONAB JYOTI SAIKIA
BIPIN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020022

Registration No,

S1742391

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRONABJYOTI BORUAH
PRODIP BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020023

Registration No,

S1814112

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJDEEP BHARALI
NITYANANDA BHARALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020024

Registration No,

S1814115

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RANTU DAS
RATUL DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020025

Registration No,

S1742397

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RANTU KONWAR
ANIL KONWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020026

Registration No,

S1742398

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RICHIKESH BORUAH
DIPEN BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020027

Registration No,

S1814117

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SATYAJIT GOGOI
PRAFULLA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020028

Registration No,

S1814128

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHIVU DAS
DHIRENDRA CH. DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020029

Registration No,

S1742420

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIZER ALI
HAFIZ ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020030

Registration No,

S1814132

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SONMONI BORUAH
ANUP BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020031

Registration No,

S1742425

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SURAJ BORAH
RAJEN CHANDRA BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020032

Registration No,

S1742428

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BORNALI CHUTIA
KHIROD CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020033

Registration No,

S1742316

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPIKA KURMEE
SUREN KURMEE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020034

Registration No,

S1742323

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GITI MONI SAIKIA
PORESH SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020035

Registration No,

S1814065

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONISHA DAS
PRODIP DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020036

Registration No,

S1742358

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PORISMITA BORAH
BOLIN CH. BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020037

Registration No,

S1634813

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANGITA GOGOI
JITEN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020038

Registration No,

S1742414

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUNMONI BORUAH
ANANDA BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020039

Registration No,

S1814134

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SYEDA SANJIDA AAFREEN
SYED TAYYEBUR RAHMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20020040

Registration No,

S1742431

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMAR JYOTI DEKADOLOI
SANTIRAM DEKADOLOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120001

Registration No,

S1813957

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JIBAKANTA BHUYAN
PROFULLA BHUYAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120002

Registration No,

S1710640

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JYOTISH SAIKIA
UMESH SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120003

Registration No,

S1813982

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KRISHNA KANTA DOLEY
BONAMALI DOLEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120004

Registration No,

S1710650

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NIRUTJYOTI THAKUR
GHANASYAM THAKUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120005

Registration No,

S1813998

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PAPA KUTUM
BIBISON KUTUM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120006

Registration No,

S1710669

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJIB DAS
MONIRAM DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120007

Registration No,

S1624694

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJU SAIKIA
JOGA SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120008

Registration No,

S1814006

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHIVANGA RAJKHOWA
LAKHI RAJKHOWA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120009

Registration No,

S1814010

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TANMOY SHARMA
MUNINDRA SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120010

Registration No,

S1624715

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MEGHALI CHANDI
DINESH CHANDI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120011

Registration No,

S1624671

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONJU RANI NARH
CHENIRAM NARAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120012

Registration No,

S1710661

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NAYAN MONI PEGU
SUNIL PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120013

Registration No,

S1813996

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TULIKA BORUAH
HARINARAYAN BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20120014

Registration No,

S1710695

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ADITYA MANKI
SANKAR MANKI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220001

Registration No,

S1814149

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARBIND KUMAR SINGH
AKHILESHWAR KUMAR SINGH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220002

Registration No,

S1814157

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BEDANTA BHUSHAN SARMA
BITUL SARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220003

Registration No,

S1710711

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIPLAB DAS
KAKHIRAM DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220004

Registration No,

S1814169

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIRAJ CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF

JOGESWAR CHUTIA

ROLL NO.

20220005

Registration No,

S1814170

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BITUPON GOGOI
PADMESWAR GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220006

Registration No,

S1814176

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBAJIT HAZARIKA
DUL HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220007

Registration No,

S1814180

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBOJIT SAIKIA
DEBEN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220008

Registration No,

S1814183

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

FARHID RAHMAN
FAIJUR RAHMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220009

Registration No,

S1710735

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GOURANGA BORCHETIA
ARUN BORCHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220010

Registration No,

S1814194

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

IMON KONWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF

LATE RANA KONWAR

ROLL NO.

20220011

Registration No,

S1814196

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KISHANU KAKOTY
RAJEN KAKOTY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220012

Registration No,

S1814202

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KOLLOL JYOTI BORAH
BUBUL BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220013

Registration No,

S1624951

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANAS PROTIM BORAH
HEMCHANDRA BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220014

Registration No,

S1624956

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARASH MONI SAIKIA
LATE KAMAL SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220015

Registration No,

S1710771

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRACHURJYA BORAH
HIREN BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220016

Registration No,

S1710776

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJLAKSHMI BURAGOHAIN
UPEN BURAGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220017

Registration No,

S1814240

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAMGOPAL KARMAKAR
LATE HORU KARMAKAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220018

Registration No,

S1814241

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RANJAN JYOTI BORAH
PROFULLA BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220019

Registration No,

S1625000

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RANJIT CHETIA
DEBEN CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220020

Registration No,

S1625001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RINTU BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF

LATE ROBIN BORUAH

ROLL NO.

20220021

Registration No,

S1814243

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RUSTOM HAZARIKA
BHOROT HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220022

Registration No,

S1814245

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SALEM DHAN
AMUSH DHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220023

Registration No,

S1814247

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAMIM CHOUDHARY
SAHAMUDDIN CHOUDHARY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220024

Registration No,

S1710791

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANTOSH KUMAR GOGOI
RANJIT GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220025

Registration No,

S1814250

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHAHRUKH DULLAH
SAMED DULLAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220026

Registration No,

S1814251

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUDIPTA CHUTIA
PRASANTA CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220027

Registration No,

S1814259

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SURAJIT DAS
JOGEN DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220028

Registration No,

S1814261

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

VIRAJ PRASAD
BIRBAHADUR PRASAD

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220029

Registration No,

S1814266

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKITA GOGOI
BAKUL GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220030

Registration No,

S1814156

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BONTI BHUMIJ
ASHARAM BHUMIJ

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220031

Registration No,

S1624913

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEMIKA BORAH
KARTIK BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220032

Registration No,

S1814184

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KALYANI HAZARIKA
AJIT HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220033

Registration No,

S1814200

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KOROBI DUARI
PROBIN DUARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220034

Registration No,

S1814203

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KUMARIKA SAIKIA
TOLAN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220035

Registration No,

S1710748

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MAMUN GOGOI
ATUL GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220036

Registration No,

S1814207

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIKHAMONI BORUAH
ANANTA BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220037

Registration No,

S1814252

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SOHAGI BHUMIJ

SON / DAUGHTER OF

DHANANJOY BHUMIJ

ROLL NO.

20220038

Registration No,

S1625020

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SOMIYA DUBEY
RAM NARAYAN DUBEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220039

Registration No,

S1814257

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUPRIYA BURAGOHAIN
GAUTAM BURAGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220040

Registration No,

S1710798

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABINASH GOGOI
LATE SOILEN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220041

Registration No,

S1814148

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BEDANTA NEOG
MOHESWAR NEOG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220042

Registration No,

S1814162

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

COSK-TH, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

FORIWADDIN ALI
DARAJUDDIN ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220043

Registration No,

S1814191

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KISHAN GORH
JOYLAL GORH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220044

Registration No,

S1710747

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

COSK-TH, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

LEONARD ELLIOT
HENSON ELLIOT

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220045

Registration No,

S1814205

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANISH DEV
HARITOSH DEV

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220046

Registration No,

S1814209

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOHAN PATHAK
BIPUL PATHAK

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220047

Registration No,

S1710756

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NARAHARI TANTI
RAMCHANDRA TANTI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220048

Registration No,

S1710761

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANTOSH GHOSH
SANJIT GHOSH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220049

Registration No,

S1814249

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIMANTA BORCHETIA
PREMO BORCHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220050

Registration No,

S1814254

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHAGYALOKHI BORA
KUMUD BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220051

Registration No,

S1624896

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

COSK-TH, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PALLABI PANTANTI
KRISHNA PANTANTI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20220052

Registration No,

S1710770

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANAMITRA SENAPATI
PABITRA SUNDAR SENAPATI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20320001

Registration No,

S1838446

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKUR KUMAR SHAH
JAYLAL SHAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20320002

Registration No,

S1838450

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BEDABRAT HAZARIKA
KIRAN HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20320003

Registration No,

S1742134

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBASISH GOGOI
POBIN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20320004

Registration No,

S1742147

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEEPJYOTI ROWTIA
DINESH ROWTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20320005

Registration No,

S1838484

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NILUTPAL DUTTA
SUBUDH DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20320006

Registration No,

S1742212

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PABITRA KURMI
JUGEN KURMI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20320007

Registration No,

S1838536

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TRIDIP SAIKIA
LATE SOMESWAR SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

20320008

Registration No,

S1742266

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABHIJIT SINGH
BABURAM SINGH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520001

Registration No,

S1844741

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKIT KUMAR MISHRA
RAM MISHRA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520002

Registration No,

S1844764

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARSHAD HASAN KHAN
FIROZUL HASAN KHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520003

Registration No,

S1844778

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIKIRAN BHANDARI
GOPAL BHANDARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520004

Registration No,

S1844805

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEEPAMDEEP DUTA
AJIT DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520005

Registration No,

S1743491

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEEPJYOTI DAS
DIGANTA DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520006

Registration No,

S1844824

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPAK KUMAR RAM
BAIJNATH RAM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520007

Registration No,

S1743502

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GAURAV NATH
BOLIN CHANDRA NATH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520008

Registration No,

S1743510

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KHIROD GHOSH
KHITISH GHOSH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520009

Registration No,

S1844876

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOHAMMAD AKHTAR
MOHAMMAD YASIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520010

Registration No,

S1743574

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

POLASH JYOTI KALITA
GAKUL KALITA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520011

Registration No,

S1844938

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRABHAS DAS
KRISHNA DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520012

Registration No,

S1844947

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRAN GOGOI
MANIK CHANDRA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520013

Registration No,

S1844951

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRANAB GUPTA
KRISHNA GUPTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520014

Registration No,

S1626099

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRATYUSH PRANJAL PHUKAN
JAYANTA PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520015

Registration No,

S1844953

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRIYANSHU GOSWAMI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

ANANDA KUMAR GOSWAMI

ROLL NO.

21520016

Registration No,

S1844959

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAJKAMAL DIHINGIA
DILIP DIHINGIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520017

Registration No,

S1844971

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RISHAB DEY
KAJAL DEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520018

Registration No,

S1844983

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAURAV SARMA PATHAK

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

SYAMAL KANTI SARMA PATHAK

21520019

Registration No,

S1743690

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAURAV SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF

HARI PRASAD SHARMA

ROLL NO.

21520020

Registration No,

S1845004

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHEKHAR JYOTI LAHON
MONURANJAN LAHON

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520021

Registration No,

S1845007

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHUBHAM DEY
PRASANTA DEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520022

Registration No,

S1743696

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SOWBHIK DUTTA
NIKHIL DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520023

Registration No,

S1845027

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

WANGKA WANGHAM
ATO WANGHAM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520024

Registration No,

S1845050

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANAMIKA CHUTIA
JAGANATH CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520025

Registration No,

S1743427

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JASINTA LAKRA
UDAY LAKRA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520026

Registration No,

S1844859

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

STSM-TH3, STSM-TH4, MTHG-TH, CSNG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KIRON BALMIKI
SUDESH BALMIKI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520027

Registration No,

S1844878

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH4, STSG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

POMPI MOHANTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PRODUNYA MOHANTA

ROLL NO.

21520028

Registration No,

S1743620

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRAGATIMOYEE SHYAM
SASHIDHOR SHYAM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520029

Registration No,

S1743623

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIKHA PEGU
OKIRAM PEGU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520030

Registration No,

S1845017

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SONIA KUMARI
CHANDRAVAN KAHAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520031

Registration No,

S1743702

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TANUSREE DAS
UJJWAL KANTI DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520032

Registration No,

S1845038

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHIBA MURAH
BIMOL MURAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520033

Registration No,

S1626166

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AARTI KUMARI
RABINDAR RAI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520034

Registration No,

S1749238

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARATI KUMARI SINGHA
JAY LAL SINGHA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21520035

Registration No,

S1625886

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHINMOY PHUKAN
MINARAM PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21820001

Registration No,

S1743802

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PARTHA PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PUNYADHAR PHUKAN

ROLL NO.

21820002

Registration No,

S1839666

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

YAHIYA MUSTHAFIJUR RAHMAN
FAIZUR RAHMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

21820003

Registration No,

S1839737

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHANDAN CHETIA
DULAL CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120001

Registration No,

S1814698

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANISH KAR
SURANJAN KAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120002

Registration No,

S1814719

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NIKUNJOY GOGOI
TIKHESWAR GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120003

Registration No,

S1814731

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PABAN BORAH
ACHYUT BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120004

Registration No,

S1626510

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKITA CHOWDHURY
BABUL CHOWDHURY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120005

Registration No,

S1710932

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BORNALI KUMARI
NIRMAL PRASAD KUMAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120006

Registration No,

S1626468

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHITRALEKHA GOGOI
MAHANANDA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120007

Registration No,

S1626469

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GAYATRI GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

SADA NANDA GOGOI

ROLL NO.

22120008

Registration No,

S1814702

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANTI SHUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PITIRANJAN SHUR

ROLL NO.

22120009

Registration No,

S1710972

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABHIJIT GOGOI
DEEP GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120010

Registration No,

S1814680

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NIKITA KISHAN
KAILASH KISHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120011

Registration No,

S1814730

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH, CSNG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TINKY KUMARI MAHATO
KISHOR MAHATO

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22120012

Registration No,

S1814767

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMRITA TIWARI
DHRUBANANDA TIWARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620001

Registration No,

S1634864

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANAMIKA ACHARJEE
RAJU ACHARJEE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620002

Registration No,

S1814592

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BLOCKSENGFA MOHON PHUKON
POBITRA PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620003

Registration No,

S1814601

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBASHRI SAIKIA
TILOK SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620004

Registration No,

S1814607

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIKSHA GUPTA
DURJOY GUPTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620005

Registration No,

S1710824

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GEETIMONI BORGOHAIN
DANDHIDHAR BORGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620006

Registration No,

S1814614

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KASMIRI SAIKIA
JITEN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620007

Registration No,

S1814619

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KHYATIPONNA BORAH
MONUJ BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620008

Registration No,

S1814621

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MEGHA BHUMIJ
BIPUL BHUMIJ

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620009

Registration No,

S1710852

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MILLIKOP MOSSANG
KAMSAM MOSSANG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620010

Registration No,

S1814630

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NABANITA SAIKIA
KALYAN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620011

Registration No,

S1814634

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NAYONA GOGOI
DHARJYA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620012

Registration No,

S1710864

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PONGKHYE MORAN
DIBAKAR MORAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620013

Registration No,

S1634932

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRIYA PANI
RUWEL PANI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620014

Registration No,

S1710889

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RIKI BORAH
LAMBIT BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620015

Registration No,

S1634945

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RUTH GOHAIN
HARISH GOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620016

Registration No,

S1814666

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TAYAN DUTTA
SUSHIL DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22620017

Registration No,

S1814678

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AKHAN TANDIA
AMIR TANDIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120001

Registration No,

S1634982

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMARDEEP BHUMIJ
SADANANDA BHUMIJ

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120002

Registration No,

S1814772

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMOR BAGH
AJIT BAGH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120003

Registration No,

S1814773

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANISH AGARWAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

LT. DAMODAR PRASAD AGARWAL

23120004

Registration No,

S1814774

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

EZHAR BABU ANSARI
ABDUL ABBAS ANSARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120005

Registration No,

S1711031

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANGAL MADHURJYA SONOWAL
KESHOB SONOWAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120006

Registration No,

S1711045

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONDEEP GOGOI
SISHURAM GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120007

Registration No,

S1814790

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PETER TOPPO

SON / DAUGHTER OF

DARASINGH TOPPO

ROLL NO.

23120008

Registration No,

S1814797

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RUBU DUTTA
TARUN DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120009

Registration No,

S1711057

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MALA DUTTA
ADHIR DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120010

Registration No,

S1635006

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DHEERAJ DHADUMIA
KANAK DHADUMIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23120011

Registration No,

S1711026

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

COSK-TH, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AADIT SINGH

SON / DAUGHTER OF

HUNUMAN SINGH

ROLL NO.

24420001

Registration No,

S1814267

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AKASH DEEP DUTTA
HORESH DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420002

Registration No,

S1814286

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AYAN DUTTA DAS
RAMEN DUTTA DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420003

Registration No,

S1814313

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIRINCHI CHANGMAI
KHOGEN CHANGMAI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420004

Registration No,

S1814335

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISHAL CHETIA
JAYANTA CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420005

Registration No,

S1814336

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HIMANJYOTI DAS
MUKUL DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420006

Registration No,

S1743098

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HIMANKU CHETIA
JITUL CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420007

Registration No,

S1743099

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NITUMON KONWAR
NAREN KONWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420008

Registration No,

S1625779

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PALAKHJYOTI PHUKAN
NABIN PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420009

Registration No,

S1814469

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PALLAB JYOTI HAZARIKA
DIPEN HAZARIKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420010

Registration No,

S1743174

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRIYANUJ HATIMURIA
DHANIRAM HATIMURIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420011

Registration No,

S1749103

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAHUL GOGOI
GOLAP GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420012

Registration No,

S1814511

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANJOY MOUT
DILIP MOUT

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420013

Registration No,

S1814543

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SASANKA DUTTA
ACHINTA DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420014

Registration No,

S1814547

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, GEOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SATYAJIT BORA
PARAGJYOTI BORA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420015

Registration No,

S1743235

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHYAMKANU CHETIA
MANIK CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420016

Registration No,

S1743242

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SINMOY GOGOI
LILA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420017

Registration No,

S1814553

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUBHABRAT NAYAK
UPEN NAYAK

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420018

Registration No,

S1625834

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUMAN KALYAN GOGOI
GHANA KANTA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420019

Registration No,

S1625835

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUNIL BHUMIJ
RAMCHARAN BHUMIJ

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420020

Registration No,

S1743259

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

UDIT KONWAR
NOREN KONWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420021

Registration No,

S1743273

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ASHA DUARAH
MOHENDRA NATH DUARAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420022

Registration No,

S1625690

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRITISHNA NEOG
AJIT NEOG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420023

Registration No,

S1814499

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RICHA GOGOI
PRODIP GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420024

Registration No,

S1814523

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RIMPI GOGOI
RANJIT GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420025

Registration No,

S1625814

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHIBANI BORGOHAIN
PRAMUD BORGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420026

Registration No,

S1814551

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SULTANA PARVEEN AHMED
SAHABUDDIN AHMED

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420027

Registration No,

S1814561

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABINASH CHUTIA
DHIREN CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420028

Registration No,

S1625673

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AKASH BARHOI
KARNA BARHOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420029

Registration No,

S1814285

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

IZAZ TALUKDAR
MUSLIM TALUKDAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420030

Registration No,

S1814401

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NIKHIL SAGAR DIHINGIA
JUGEN DIHINGIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420031

Registration No,

S1814457

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NIPU NAYAK
HARI NAYAK

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420032

Registration No,

S1743169

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RITOM KONWAR
TUKHESWAR KONWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420033

Registration No,

S1814527

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUKALAYAN CHIRING PHUKAN
PRAKASH CHIRING PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24420034

Registration No,

S1743255

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABHINASH SHARMA
RAJESH SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820001

Registration No,

S1646054

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BABUL GOGOI
JAGAT GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820002

Registration No,

S1839228

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHINMOY CHANGMAI
KHIRUD CHANGMAI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820003

Registration No,

S1839271

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBARAJ LEKHARU
NOBAJYOTI LEKHARU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820004

Registration No,

S1646135

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBASHIS GOGOI
ROBIN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820005

Registration No,

S1746933

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DURLOV GOGOI
BHUPEN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820006

Registration No,

S1839299

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KALYAN JYOTI RANA
RATUL RANA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820007

Registration No,

S1743857

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KARANJIT GHATWAUR
RAMU GHATWAUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820008

Registration No,

S1839340

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANASH CHETIA
NABIN CH CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820009

Registration No,

S1839362

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NAYANJYOTI BORAH
ATUL BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820010

Registration No,

S1839389

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NEELAM JYOTI CHETIA
NABAJIT CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820011

Registration No,

S1747041

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NILUTPAL DEORI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

BHABANANDA DEORI

ROLL NO.

24820012

Registration No,

S1646246

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PANKAJ TANTI
DIPAK TANTI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820013

Registration No,

S1747056

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PULIN BORAH
PROTAP BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820014

Registration No,

S1646288

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PUNAM ROBIDAS
DURGA ROBIDAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820015

Registration No,

S1747095

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RAHUL PRASAD KUSWAHA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

NANDESHWAR PRASAD KUSWAHA

24820016

Registration No,

S1646294

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TIRANGA TAMULI
TARANATH TAMULI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820017

Registration No,

S1646355

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

UTPAL MOHAN
MONI MOHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820018

Registration No,

S1646362

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIDIKHA GOGOI
DEBAJIT GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820019

Registration No,

S1839243

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BORNALI GOGOI
SUBHAS GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820020

Registration No,

S1746923

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GITALI BAILUNG
MOHAN BAILUNG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820021

Registration No,

S1746963

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HAPPY MECH
AJIT MECH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820022

Registration No,

S1746968

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KASHMIRI SAIKIA
KHOGEN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820023

Registration No,

S1747002

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBOJIT BORUAH
LACHIT BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820024

Registration No,

S1839281

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEEPAK KUMAR TAMANG
AMAR TAMANG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820025

Registration No,

S1839283

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRITOM CHARUKIA
PUTUL CHARUKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820026

Registration No,

S1646280

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SOURAV DEHINGIA
SARAT DEHINGIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820027

Registration No,

S1839486

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NANDIKA MUNDA
DEPOK MUNDA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24820028

Registration No,

S1747038

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABHINYA SHYAM BORUAH
INDESWAR BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420001

Registration No,

S1742835

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AJOY MILI
RAJU MILI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420002

Registration No,

S1838932

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMLANJYOTI DEVNATH
TARUN CHANDRA NATH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420003

Registration No,

S1838933

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPANKAR GOGOI
CHENIRAM GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420004

Registration No,

S1838937

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HIRUMONI GOGOI
BENU GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420005

Registration No,

S1742844

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANAB JYOTI BORDOLOI
JAGAT BORDOLOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420006

Registration No,

S1838940

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANISH RAJKHOWA
HARESWAR RAJKHOWA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420007

Registration No,

S1838941

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMM-TH3, CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MUJAKIR AHMED
RIAJUDDIN AHMED

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420008

Registration No,

S1625508

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NAWAZUDDIN AHMED
SK.NORUTDDIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420009

Registration No,

S1742857

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NITISH BORUAH
BINOD BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420010

Registration No,

S1742859

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRANDIP TAMULI
ATUL TAMULI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420011

Registration No,

S1742864

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ROBIOUL ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

MUZIBUR ROHMAN

ROLL NO.

25420012

Registration No,

S1742868

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

WASIM AKRAM HUSSAIN
NAJIUL HUSSAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420013

Registration No,

S1625526

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAHNAZ YEASMIN
ROMJAN ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25420014

Registration No,

S1838944

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIBYAJIT DUTTA
DILIP CHANDRA DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25620001

Registration No,

S1742546

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANABJYOTI LACHAN
DIMBESWAR LACHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25620002

Registration No,

S1625332

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3, ECOM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PANKAJ TAYE
RAJESH TAYE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25620003

Registration No,

S1625367

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ECOM-TH3, ECOM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIMI DEY
AJOY KUMAR DEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25620004

Registration No,

S1838893

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHITALI GOGOI
TULARAM GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820001

Registration No,

S1625548

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISHAKHA SAHA
BABUL SAHA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820002

Registration No,

S1742888

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIKSHA KEDIA
ANAND PRAKASH KEDIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820003

Registration No,

S1838971

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GARGI DEVI BARUAH
ROBIN CH BARUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820004

Registration No,

S1742902

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MADHUSMITA GOGOI
MONOJ KUMAR GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820005

Registration No,

S1838992

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PALLAVI KUMARI
BHAGWAN BHAGAT

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820006

Registration No,

S1742948

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRIYANKA PHUKON
TARUN PHUKON

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820007

Registration No,

S1742966

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RASHMITA GOGOI
PRADIP GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820008

Registration No,

S1742974

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SNIGDHA DUTTA
THANESWAR DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820009

Registration No,

S1839036

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUDIPTA CHUTIA
BIPIN CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820010

Registration No,

S1839039

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TAMIMA YASMIN
ALTAF AHMED

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25820011

Registration No,

S1839042

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMAL HATIMURIA
DULAL HATIMURIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920001

Registration No,

S1645903

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARNAB JYOTI DUTTA
ARUN DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920002

Registration No,

S1839060

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BICKY PAUL
ANUP PAUL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920003

Registration No,

S1743312

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISWAJIT GOGOI
MUM MUN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920004

Registration No,

S1839077

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEEPJYOTI BORBORUAH
KRISHNA BORBORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920005

Registration No,

S1743325

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MADHURJYA RAJKONWAR
DIGANTA RAJKONWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920006

Registration No,

S1743352

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PINTU KUJUR
SHYAM KUJUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920007

Registration No,

S1839143

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRONOB TANTI
SANJEEB TANTI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920008

Registration No,

S1743375

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ROBIN THAKUR
BINUD THAKUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25920009

Registration No,

S1839158

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANJAN DEY
TAPAN DEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26620001

Registration No,

S1840010

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIKASH SONOWAL
BHUPEN SONOWAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26620002

Registration No,

S1840022

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KIRTI KAMAL HONDIQUI
DEBEN HONDIQUI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26620003

Registration No,

S1840049

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PUJA SHARMA
NABA KANTA SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26620004

Registration No,

S1840090

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BIKASH DEORI
BIMAL DEORI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820001

Registration No,

S1744239

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEEPJYOTI BORAH
LATE ROBIN BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820002

Registration No,

S1839943

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DHIRAJ KUMAR
PRASURAM SAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820003

Registration No,

S1839944

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HRISHIKESH DUTTA
ANIL KUMAR DUTTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820004

Registration No,

S1626872

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KHARINDAM MORAN
BIREN MORAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820005

Registration No,

S1839961

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NIRON KARMOKAR
RAJU KARMOKAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820006

Registration No,

S1839968

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PULAK JYOTI NEOG
ROHESWAR NEOG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820007

Registration No,

S1839976

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SARITATHA SONOWAL
NANDESWAR SONOWAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820008

Registration No,

S1839988

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SONTUSH MAHATO
DURGA MAHATO

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820009

Registration No,

S1839994

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUNIL NARAYAN PATOWARY

SON / DAUGHTER OF

SATYENDRA NARAYAN PATOWARY

ROLL NO.

26820010

Registration No,

S1626940

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

YUBARAJ CHETRI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

KULBAHADUR CHETRI

ROLL NO.

26820011

Registration No,

S1840001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRARTHANA GOGOI
TAPAN GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820012

Registration No,

S1839975

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRIYANKA DEORI
UMESH CHANDRA DEORI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820013

Registration No,

S1744275

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHALEHA FIRDOSH ANSARI
ZAFARUDDIN ANSARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820014

Registration No,

S1839990

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BASUDEV UPADHAYA
GOBINDA UPADHAYA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820015

Registration No,

S1626839

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HORENDRA SHAWRA
SANJEEB SHAWRA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820016

Registration No,

S1626871

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NAVNEET ROY
PHULENA ROY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820017

Registration No,

S1744263

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

COSK-TH, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PROKASH KISHAN
MOTI KISHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820018

Registration No,

S1626917

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SOURAV KONWAR
JUGA KONWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820019

Registration No,

S1626935

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUJAL SHARMA
HARI PRASAD SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820020

Registration No,

S1839996

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

COSK-TH, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUNNY TANTI
SANJAY TANTI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820021

Registration No,

S1626942

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

UDOI SUNAR
JALANDHAR SUNAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820022

Registration No,

S1626950

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MEGHALI BHUMIJ
ROGHUNATH BHUMIJ

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

26820023

Registration No,

S1839964

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BEDANTA PHUKAN GOGOI
HEM CHANDRA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320001

Registration No,

S1627097

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTM-TH3, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHASKAR JYOTI CHETIA
PADMA CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320002

Registration No,

S1840143

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTM-TH3, BOTM-TH5, CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BISHAL PAUL
PRADIP PAUL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320003

Registration No,

S1744447

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHANDRA CHETRY
JAG BAHADUR CHETRY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320004

Registration No,

S1744451

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEEPJYOTI BARUAH
JANAPRIYA BARUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320005

Registration No,

S1627106

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DHARMA RAI
RAM KUMAR RAI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320006

Registration No,

S1744454

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HEMANTA DAS
BISWANATH DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320007

Registration No,

S1840149

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JEST CHAKMA
BINOD CHAKMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320008

Registration No,

S1840158

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

LUHIT KOLAR
LAKHI KOLAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320009

Registration No,

S1840167

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MADHUJYA PHUKAN
SUNESWAR PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320010

Registration No,

S1744466

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MOHAMMED SAZID
MOHAMMED RAHMAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320011

Registration No,

S1840170

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONOJ KOIRI
BAIJNATH KOIRI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320012

Registration No,

S1627125

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PABITRA KULI
ATUL KULI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320013

Registration No,

S1840173

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRADIP SARKAR
PARIMAL SARKAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320014

Registration No,

S1627135

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRASANTA ACHARJEE
SUJOY ACHARJEE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320015

Registration No,

S1840176

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RONTU CHAKMA
UDANGA MONI CHAKMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320016

Registration No,

S1840183

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH3, ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAMIR JAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF

UMAKANTO JAL

ROLL NO.

27320017

Registration No,

S1840186

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SIKENDAR GUPT
FULCHAND GUPT

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320018

Registration No,

S1744488

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUNIL MAJHI
KARTIK MAJHI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320019

Registration No,

S1840196

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYM-TH3, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AFRIN KHAN
MD NOORZAMA KHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320020

Registration No,

S1744434

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANAMIKA CHETIA
NABA CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320021

Registration No,

S1840138

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIPIKA GUPTA
RAJARAM GUPTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320022

Registration No,

S1840147

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ISHMITA NEWAR
GANESH NEWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320023

Registration No,

S1840153

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAHISTHA BEGUM
NUR AHMED

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320024

Registration No,

S1840185

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH3

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANGEETA CHAKMA
SOMIRAL CHAKMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320025

Registration No,

S1840187

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHOMWI RONRANG
MONEM RONRANG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320026

Registration No,

S1840193

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ARMAN ALI
NOOR ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320027

Registration No,

S1840141

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SHAWAN KUMAR MANDAL
KARTIC MANDAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320028

Registration No,

S1840192

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SURAJ CHAKRABORTY
NARAYAN CHAKRABORTY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320029

Registration No,

S1840197

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DEBOJANI CHETIA
KHOGEN CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27320030

Registration No,

S1840146

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANIL SHARMA
AWADHESH SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520001

Registration No,

S1626570

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DIBYAJYOTI KACHARI
SATYA NATH KACHARI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520002

Registration No,

S1744069

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH3, PHYM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HABI BORAH
LAKHINDRA BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520003

Registration No,

S1839808

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

HIMANGSHU NEOG
PURNA NEOG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520004

Registration No,

S1839815

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH4, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANASHJYOTI KONWAR
ARUN KONWAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520005

Registration No,

S1839839

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH3, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MUNMUN CHETIA
BIRESWER CHETIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520006

Registration No,

S1839850

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

STSM-TH4, PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NITU GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF

HIRAMON GOGOI

ROLL NO.

27520007

Registration No,

S1839859

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PASSANG LAMA
CHANDRA LAMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520008

Registration No,

S1839864

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PORAGJYOTI SAIKIA
TOPAN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520009

Registration No,

S1839869

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRATYAY DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF

PRABIR KUMAR DAS

ROLL NO.

27520010

Registration No,

S1839874

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
STSM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

VIVEK CHAKRABORTY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

RAM KRISHNA CHAKRABORTY

27520011

Registration No,

S1626822

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHM-TH4

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BORNALI MORAN
SUKHESWAR MORAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520012

Registration No,

S1839787

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

MTHM-TH3, MTHM-TH4, PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JYOTI THAKUR
DINESH THAKUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520013

Registration No,

S1839827

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JYOTIKA GOGOI
BIDUL GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520014

Registration No,

S1744096

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYM-TH4, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KOMAL KUMARI SAH
ANIL KUMAR SAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520015

Registration No,

S1839833

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MAYURI CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF

DEBAKANTA CHUTIA

ROLL NO.

27520016

Registration No,

S1839841

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PALLABEE GOGOI
PRAFULLA GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520017

Registration No,

S1744135

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PALLABI MAHANTA
DHANIRAM MAHANTA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520018

Registration No,

S1839862

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PERIJA CHIRING
RAHMAN CHIRING

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520019

Registration No,

S1839865

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RITUPORNA DEB
DEBASISH DEB

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520020

Registration No,

S1839891

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

RUPALI TARAK
NUMAL TARAK

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520021

Registration No,

S1839896

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SWEATA DEY
SUBRATA DEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520022

Registration No,

S1839919

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ABHIJIT SHARMA
LOKNATH SHARMA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520023

Registration No,

S1839741

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AJAY KUMAR YADAV
BHOLANATH YADAV

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520024

Registration No,

S1744014

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

AMAN KHAN
LAL KHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520025

Registration No,

S1839748

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ANKUR KUMAR DAS
LATE NABIN CHANDRA DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520026

Registration No,

S1839763

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

BHAGIRATH PHUKAN
MRIDUL PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520027

Registration No,

S1839776

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHANAKYA BURAGOHAIN
DUL KUMAR BURAGOHAIN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520028

Registration No,

S1626615

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

CHIRANJIT MORAN
DIGANTA MORAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520029

Registration No,

S1626619

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

DANIEL REGON
MUNINDRA REGON

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520030

Registration No,

S1839791

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ELIAS EKKA
GONESH EKKA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520031

Registration No,

S1744077

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

COSK-TH, CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

GYANDEEP SONOWAL
PROFULLA SONOWAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520032

Registration No,

S1839807

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

PHYG-TH, CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

JINTOM CHUTIA
PRODIP CHUTIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520033

Registration No,

S1744088

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
PHYG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MANASH PROTIM BORUAH
HERAMBA BORUAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520034

Registration No,

S1839838

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
COSK-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MD. GULAM MUSTAFA RABBANI
MD. ISRAIL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520035

Registration No,

S1839843

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

MONIR UDDIN ALI
MOTOSIM ALI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520036

Registration No,

S1839846

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

2021

SUBJECTS :

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NILUTPAL SAIKIA
RABIN SAIKIA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520037

Registration No,

S1839857

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NUMAN KHAN
TOFFAZUL KHAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520038

Registration No,

S1839860

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

OMPRAKASH SINGH
NANDKISHOR SINGH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520039

Registration No,

S1744132

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PALLAB SONOWAL
PRODIP SONOWAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520040

Registration No,

S1839861

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

CHMG-TH, BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

PRANGSHU PHUKAN
NABA KUMAR PHUKAN

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520041

Registration No,

S1839872

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021

BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH, GGRG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

ROHIT KASHYAP
NITAI KASHYAP

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520042

Registration No,

S1744167

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
BOTG-TH, ZOOG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SUMIT SAHU
DEOLAL SAHU

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520043

Registration No,

S1626807

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

NEHA KUMARI MAHATO
DILIP KUMAR MAHATO

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

27520044

Registration No,

S1626711

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SANGHAMITRA CHAKRABORTY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

LATE HARADHAN CHAKRABORTY

27520045

Registration No,

S1839897

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

KOUSOR FIRDAUS
FOIZUL HOQUE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

29320001

Registration No,

S1843335

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.
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DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SARMISTHA CHANDA
RANADHIR CHANDA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

29320002

Registration No,

S1744546

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
ZOOM-TH5, CHMG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

TAKSIN TAJMIN ISLAM
LT. TAIJUL ISLAM

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

29320003

Registration No,

S1627197

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the

B.SC. 3RD SEMESTER EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION ,

TO COMMENCE ON

SUBJECTS :

2021
CHMM-TH5, MTHG-TH

* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card
Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University
Office Seal
Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in

all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

of

